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Vibrational dynamics of (HF), aggregates from an ab initio based
analytical (1+2+3)-body

potential
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We have fitted an dyticall2-dimensional
-body
potential type hypermuke for the hydrogen 0noride
system with a weighted root mean squue deviation of 62.&~m-~ at 1094 geometries for (ElF)s, selected by a
quantum sampling technique, calc&ting electronic potential cnagiea by correlated ab-initio techniques at the
DZP+BQ% level. Extensive test caknlatious with kr(ler basis sets and for larger (HI?), aggregates show that
the analytical threobody term gives an excellent description of the (ECl?)spotential hypemmkc and a good
approximation for clusters up to at least the pentamer, when used in combination with the experimental high
quality pair potential previouslyobtained by us. We have a&ml&cd for the first time a reliable, Mly anbam~onic
binding energy with respect to 3 HF to be D,@F)4=43.34kJmol-’
by means of vibrationalqnantnrnMonte Carlo
calculations us& this potential (rmdear dyuamical error < O.lhJmol -l, electronic error estimate < lhJm&‘).
This is compared to DO for other (HI?), aggregates (n = 2 to 7). We systematically explore energetic dkzts
fom D isotope substitution on the dissociation euergiea and vibrational prcdissociationchannels. Anharmonic
predictions for the k&wed spectrum of (BF)s are &de.

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure
and dynamics of hydrogen
bonded clusters, polymers, liquids, and crystals
remain among the most challenging problems in
hinetics and spectroscopy, indeed, in chemical
physics in general [l, 21. We have pursued over
the last decade an experimental and theoretical project on the hydrogen bonded dimer (HF)a
with the aim to contribute in this particularly
simple system to the understanding of the fundamental dynamkal properties of the hydrogen
bond [3-g]. In continuation and extension of this
investigation to larger clusters and possibly the
liquid we have undertahen ab initio (electronic
potential energy) and vibrational quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) calculations for (HF)a and some of
its isotopomers and report here the first results
from this study.
While most investigations of the structure and
dynamics of molecular clusters and condensed
matter are still based on painvke interactions between the constituents, the importance of threeand possibly higher body contributions for many
properties and classes of substances is increasingly confirmed by spectroscopic and theoretical techniques [lO-121.
The cooperative phenomena observed iu hydrogen bonded networhs
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suggest particuh~ly pronounced many-body effects [13]. Hydrogen fluoride is therefore an ob
vious model candidate for the systematic study
of non-pain&r interactions. Section 2 summarises briegy our approach to many-body contributions in the hydrogen fluoride system. A more de
tailed description including the analytical threebody potential representation will be published
elsewhere [14]. Some effects of this analytical HF
t&-body
potential on the strnctural properties
and vibrational dynamics of (HF)a and higher
oligomers are presented in section 3. Comparisons with local, vibrationally harmonic ab initio approaches [D&18], with the vibrational dynamics in empirical potentials [lo, 12, 191 and
with the still limited, in part quite contradictory
experimental body of information on HF trimer
and oligomers [6, 8, 10, 20-241 are made. These
topics are dealt with in much more depth elsewhere [14, 251.
2. AB

INITIO
ANALYTICAL

CALCULATIONS
POTENTIAL

AND

We choose a many-body partition scheme for
the description of HF clusters to exploit the available empirically refined one and two-body potentials (SQSBDE [9] and the intermolecularly simAll rights reserved.
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Table 1
Comparison of (HI$(n
= 3,4) Cnh minimum geometries, well depths D,, harmonic and anharmonic
binding energies (0,” and Do) with respect to dissociation into n HF predicted by the amdyticsl HFSB
term (added to the empiricalIy refined accurate ab initio pair potential SNC [25]) with results from the
literature. BSSEcorrected energies are given in parentheses and ab initio trimer energies which have
been corrected proportional to their dimer error (dimer scaled results) are given in square brackets. Note
the good agreement of ab initio binding energies with the independent resnlts from the anaIyticaI surface,
when the former are either BSSEcorrected or dimer-scaled.
h
approach
fHF
&
D,
Do
LIO
Do
kJmol-l
+ literature
pm
pm
(FFH)
92.9
92.3
91.1
93.3
93.4
93.2

258
273
269
259
262
262

24.4
26.5
27.4
21.4
21.6
23.6

60.7
50.9
60 (52)
67 (62) [61]
61 (60) [61]
64 [59]

93.2
92.4
94.3

254
268
252

13.4
14.2
11.6

104.8
87.0
121 [ill]

w3

41.8
34.3

43.3
36.0

SNC pair + HF3B potential
SNC pair potential only
MP2 [16]
[5s4p2d/3s2pld]+MP2 (this work)
[8s6p2d/6s3p]+MP2 (this work)
ACPF [18]

79.3
63.6

SNC pair + HF3B potential
SNC pair potential only
ACPF [18]

46 (42) [41]
44 1401
w4

77.7
85 [79]

iIar SNC-surface [25]), to go beyond simple poIarisabiity effects [11-131, to have a moduhu ap
proach, and to profit from small basis sise , basis
set superposition error (BSSE), and electron correlation dependences for three-body forces [17].
Extensive tests at the MP2 level with basis sets
beyond TZ quality (see table 1 and ref. [14]) support the use of a standard DZP basis for the sys
tematic exploration of the three-body potential,
whereas satisfactory dimer properties were onIy
achieved with the huge [8s6p2d/6s3p] basis set
of table 1. Using a quantum sampling technique
based on QMC [9, 141, 1004 important trimer
configurations were evaluated and their ab initio BSSEcorrected three-body energies were fitted to an analytical expression consisting of angular terms and radial exponentiahv(hereafter caRed
HF3B) with two free parameters and an energy
weighted rms deviation of 62.8cm-l. FuH weights
were given to aR configurations up to 5000cm-l
above the trimer minimum. The distribution of
sampled three-body energies is dominantly stabihsing, concentrating in the range of -1500 to
+lOOcm-l. Agreement with pointwise ab initio
literature data [16, 171is good.

3. RESULTS
Table 1 shows resnlts for the trimer and
tetramer Cnh minima from several approaches.
The influence of the three-body term on the FF
distance and on binding is strong. Comparison of energetic quantities requires careful corrections for unsaturated basis sets to yield coherent rem&s. (HF)s anharmonicity effects for DO
from QMC caiculations [9, 141amount to =4%,
while we find %15-20% for the intermolecular
fundamental transitions [25], with obvious consequences for the far IR band assignment problem [8]. Other (high-lying) stationary points located both on the analytical trimer surface and
via ab initio gradient search include a chainlike C,
and a Cs,, [lo] saddle point as weIl as a Czc minimum in which the central HF acts as a twofold
hydrogen bond acceptor. Hydrogen bond interconversion tunneling in (HF)s is predicted to be
complex and quite slow.
Table 2 contains fuBy anharmonic (QMC) maximum energy gaps Aerc between IR stretching
excitations and predissociation fragment channels. Fragmentation into three monomers or into
a monomer and a dimer is possible and the analysis of possible mechanisms requires an accurate
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Table 2
and type II
Fully anharmonic maximum excess wavenumbers Aezc of the lowest type I (monomer+dimer)
(monomers) predissociation channels for H,D-isotopomers of (HF)s excited in infrared-active stretching
fundamentals (excitation wavenumbers from [23], iu part only estimates). While the dynamical uncertainties are flOcm-l
, the overall electronic potential error may be up to about 100cm-l. Negative Aeze
values represent channels that are calculated

to be closed.

Dimer fragment

binding energies are taken

from ref. [9]. Trimer zero point energies refer to the HF3B + SNC potential.
parent
species
(HF)3

excitation

fragments

wavenumbers

type I/II

(DolD,h)llu:
-1

36Y,3493

3712

A .%X
cm-l

3HF

89
1151

(HF)z+HF

(HF)zDF

372613615

3712]3645]2700

%HF+DF

-14]-811-1026
1048]981]36
1131]1064]119

(HF)z+DF
HFDF+HF
HF(DF)z

383713738

3678]2720]2670

-159]-11171-1167

BDF+HF
HFDF+DF

w3

393313861

9861281-22
1010]52]2

(DF)z+HF
3DF

2720

-1213
-44

(DF)z+DF
knowledge of such energy gaps. One can see that
a large fraction of the gaps is zero within the
estimated

n = 3,4, which are the two most stable species
up to n = 7.

ab initio accuracy, with possible life-

time consequences on the stretching states. The
most interesting prediction refers to (DF)s, which

4. CONCLUSIONS

appears to be stable with respect to any fundamental excitation, while stretch-excited (HF)s is

i) The three-body potential for HF oligomers is
economic to calculate, now for the first time an-

relatively short-lived [23]. As the maximum energy gap is still within the possible ab initio error
bar, we predict that spectroscopy of this molecule

alytically available (at a <lkJmol-r
error level),
sign&ant for structure and dynamics and clearly

near 2720cm-’ can lead us to an accurate determination of the trimer binding energy. A similarly favourable situation arises for the mixed isotopomers when using DF stretchiug excitation
the trimer (see table 2).

of

Our results for higher oligomers (HF),
with
n = 4.e.7 rest on the neglect of higher than
three-body
potential contributions.
We have
tested and confirmed this assumption for selected
close to minimum pentamer and hexamer geometries. A more detailed investigation of this subject is planned. We find that the global miuimum structure starts to fold out of planarity beyond n = 5. Figure 1 contains results for both
classical and fully quantal stepwise cluster evaporization as a measure of relative oligomer stability. Vibrational quantum effects (from QMC)
and electronic threebody effects (from HFSB) are
large and similar in size (but opposite in sign) for

the dominant cooperativity
term, thus suggesting a compact (1+2+3)-body
approach to HF
vapour, applicable

to some extent even to con-

densed phases [12, 26, 271.
ii)

(HF)s

and its isotopomers

are strongly

bound.
The anharmonically calculated lowest
dissociation energy is predicted to be very close
to the DF-stretching

quantum for the DF con-

taining isotopomers, thus allowing easy study of
the dissociation threshold by vibrational predissociation spectroscopy.
Our 12dimensional
anharmonic predictions for the FIR active vibrations are 140f20cm-r,
390&50cm-’
(E’) and
510&30cm-1

iii) The

(A”) [25].

relative stability of HF oligomers
reaches a pronounced maximum for n = 4, in
agreement with findings for pair potentials and
for the water system. Early, more uniform thermodynamic oligomerization models require revision.
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Figure 1. Evaporization energies E,,,(n)
at OK
corresponding to the process (HF), + (HF),_i
+ HF obtained &ssicaIIy (+, x, z) and inchrding anharmonic zero point energy (0,O)
for
pure pair potentials (dashed) and with inclusion
of the HFSB three-body potential (fuII I&z).
‘+, x, 0,O’
correspond to the potentials presented in this work, while ‘z’ marks the resnlts
for the extended effective pair potential HFZX
described in [19]. Note the ~45% overestimate of
the (HF)z evaporization energy of the HFZX potential due to the inappropriate effective inclusion
of many-body effects.
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